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Abstract

Reason maintenance systems and tem�
poral reasoning systems are among the
most prominent application�independent
support systems used for complex AI ap�
plications and there are many applications
that need both support for logical and
temporal reasoning� Apparently it is not
enough to just provide two isolated sup�
port modules� The logical and temporal
subsystems have to be coupled in the right
way� We present a hybrid support system
integrating assumption�based logical and
temporal reasoning� give a formal charac�
terization� and show what an e�cient in�
cremental implementation of the system
would look like�

� Assumption�based temporal

reasoning

Suppose we want to mass produce some machines the
details of which are not important here� As part of
this� we have to plan how to manufacture the parts
of the machines� These plans can then be used to
search for a schedule that guarantees a cost e�ective
production of the parts on a given set of machines�

When planning or executing plans� assumptions
have to be made � about future world states� the
availability of resources or the duration of actions�
These assumptions have to be managed explicitly in
order to be able to make or retract them as needed�
Explicit representation and processing of assumptions
can be accomplished with assumption�based reason
maintenance systems as the ATMS �dK	
�� On top
of the ATMS there usually are systems like the PNMS
�Plan Network Maintenance System �BLS��� rep�
resenting and maintaining non�linear plans with as�
sumptions�

It is often impossible to separate and sequentialize
planning and scheduling in applications due to the
strong interactions between them� The isolated gen�
eration of an �optimal� plan can render it impossible

to �nd the best schedule� When viewed separately�
a global optimum can often be produced from two
suboptimal partial solutions� Therefore planning and
scheduling have to be considered together�

Temporal reasoning is necessary for scheduling as
well as for planning� but the requirements are di�er�
ent� For planning� a lot of qualitative temporal infor�
mation is needed because the executability of plans
has to be ensured and propositions about the order�
ing of events in time have to be made� In order to
produce a schedule� propositions about absolute time
points and durations have to be made� which require
metric temporal information� For scheduling� met�
ric constraints are not absolute� they can be di�erent
under di�erent assumptions�

This problem can be solved by making the assump�
tions underlying these constraints explicit � i�e� by go�
ing from temporal constraints to assumption�based
temporal constraints� By reasoning with temporal
rules� normal boolean propositions become derivable�
and by reasoning with logical rules new temporal con�
straints can be computed� Therefore� an integration
of the assumption�based processing of temporal con�
straints and the assumption�based processing of log�
ical constraints is necessary�

The product of this integration can then be added
to a problem solver as a module which acts both as a
conventional reason maintenance system and a tem�
poral reasoning system�

In the rest of this paper� we present how such a
module can be constructed from the ATMS by merg�
ing it with a simple assumption�based temporal rea�
soning system�

� A simple assumption�based
temporal reasoning system

The STP� The starting point of our development
was the Simple Temporal Problem �STP� �DMP����
a very simple formalism for temporal reasoning with

�In the sequel we will use the abbreviation �A�STP
both for the problem and the system that can solve
�assumption�based� simple temporal problems�



metric constraints� The STP is a constraint satis�
faction problem over a set T of variables with the
range D� given by a set of constraints C the elements
of which all have the form

tj � ti � a

where ti� tj � T and a � D� The elements of the
domain can be interpreted as time points or time dis�
tances and the constraints express upper bounds for
the �directed distance of two time points� Implic�
itly for each variable ti a constraint t� � ti � � is
introduced� where t� is a distinguished variable� A
solution of an STP is an assignment of the variables
from T satisfying all constraints C�

With this kind of constraints a lot of interesting
temporal relations can be expressed �like the duration
of jobs� partial ordering of jobs or deadlines and other
information of importance for scheduling�

An STP can be represented as a labeled directed
graph� Each variable is represented by a node and
each constraint tj � ti � a is represented by an edge
from ti to tj with the label a� The test for satis�a�
bility as well as the solutions can be computed from
the shortest paths between the node representing the
variable t� and all other nodes in the graph� Hence�
the Floyd�Warshall algorithm �cf� �AHU��� CLR����
which has a time complexity of O�n� where n is the
number of variables� can be used to solve an STP�
The algorithm computes� as a side e�ect� maximal
directed distances between each pair of time points
represented by a variable� These can be viewed as
solutions to the constraints in the sense described
above�

Extension to the ASTP� In a lot of applications
temporal constraints cannot be expressed absolutely
as in the STP�We therefore generalized the STP to an
ASTP� �Assumption�based Simple Temporal Prob�
lem� In the ASTP� constraints are expressed relative
to a set of assumptions� Let A denote the universe of
all assumptions� An ASTP is a constraint satisfaction
problem over a set T of variables with the range D�
given by a set of constraints C with elements of the
form

U � tj � ti � a

�ti� tj � T and a � D and U � A is a set of assump�
tions� In the ASTP we also have for each variable
the implicit constraint � � t� � ti � �� The ASTP is
apparently downward compatible to the STP � an
STP�constraint of the form tj � ti � a is represented
in the ASTP as � � tj � ti � a�

The solutions P�A � �T � D of an ASTP for C
are all the functions which map sets of assumptions�

U � A to assignments for the variables in T and
satisfy all constraints �U � � tj � ti � a � C where
U � � U �

�P�A� denotes the power set of the set A�

As the Floyd�Warshall algorithm can be general�
ized to path problems in weighted directed graphs
where the edge weights are elements of a closed semi�
ring �S�	�
� �� � �AHU���� a suitable semiring has
to be identi�ed to get an algorithm for the solution
of an ASTP� Path problems in closed semirings can
be formalized as follows�

The label ��p of a path p � hv�� � � � � vki in such a
graph is de�ned as

��p �� ��v�� v�
 � � �
 ��vk��� vk�

where the label ��u� v of an edge �u� v is their
weight� If �u� v is not an edge of the graph� then
��u� v � ��

The generalized Floyd�Warshall algorithm com�
putes the summary luv of all labels of all paths for
all pairs �u� v of nodes in the graph�

luv ��
M

p�hu�����vi

��p

It can be sketched as follows�

for i� j �� 	 to n
if i � j then lij �� 	 � ��i� j�

else lij �� ��i� j�
for k �� 	 to n

for i� j �� 	 to n
lij �� lij � �lik � �lkk�� � lkj�� �
�

The unary iteration operator � is de�ned as a� ��L�
i�� a

i� with a� �� � and ai �� a
 ai���
This algorithmhas a time complexity ofO�n��T��

T��n�T�� where T�� T� and T� are the time com�
plexities for the corresponding operations� Note that
for the semiring identi�ed in this paper� these opera�
tions do not have a constant time complexity because
minimized labels can get arbitrarily large�

Since we want to design a hybrid system consist�
ing of the ATMS and the ASTP� we assume in the
following that a unary predicate nogood over P�A
exists with

�nogood�� �
�nogood�U � �U � � U � U � � nogood�U ��

Let D be the set of all possible temporal distances�
This set makes up a commutative monoid �D��� �
where D �� R � f�����g and � is the generaliza�
tion of real addition on D according to� a� ��� �
��� � a � ��� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� �
�� and a���� � ����a � �� where a� b � R�

It is now possible to express the set of all temporal
distances relative to a set of assumptions as DA ��
D �P�A and to order it partially with v�

�d�� U�� v �d�� U�� �� d� � d� � U� � U�

The set �L of the so called prelabels is

�L �� fL j L � DA � ��d� �� � Lg�



The idempotent function m � �L � �L minimizes
prelabels�

m�L �� minv�L nf�d� U � j �d� U � � L�nogood�U g�

minv is a function mapping a partial ordered set
w�r�t� v to the set of its minimal elements�

The domain of the semiring� the set L of the min�
imized labels� can then be de�ned as

L �� fm�L j L � �Lg

and the semiring �L�	�
� �� � itself can be speci�
�ed as follows �with L�� L� � L�

L� 	 L� �� m�L� � L�

L� 
 L� �� m�f �d� � d�� U� � U�� j
�d�� U�� � L� � �d�� U�� � L�g

� �� f���� ��g

� �� f��� ��g

It is easy to show that the requirements for a closed
semiring as stated in �AHU��� are ful�lled� �L�
� �
and �L�	� � are commutative monoides� � is absorb�
ing w�r�t� the concatenation operator 
� the summary
operator 	 is idempotent and 
 is distributive over
	� Summaries over countable in�nite sequences exist
and 	 is associative� commutative and idempotent
for in�nite summaries� Furthermore 
 is distributive
over countable in�nite summaries�

When applying the iteration operator to a label
Lii� it can happen that ���� U � � L�

ii� that is U � ti�
ti � ��� This constraint is not satis�able� Therefore
the ASTP has no solutions for assumption sets U �

where U � � U � In ATMS terminology the assumption
set U is a nogood� For our formalization in this case
the predicate nogood has to be extended by U and all
supersets of U �

���� U � � L�
ii ��

nogood �� nogood � fU � j A � U � � Ug

An ASTP with the constraint set C can be trans�
formed into a directed graph �called ASTP�graph
weighted with temporal labels by creating a node for
each variable ti and creating an edge �ti� tj from ti
to tj with a temporal label Lij for each pair of nodes�
For i �� j�

Lij �� f��� ��g �
M

f�d�U � j �U � tj � ti � d� 	 Cg�

For i � j�

Lij �� f�� ��g �
M

f�d�U � j �U � ti � ti � d� 	 Cg�

For each environment U � A maximal temporal
distances d�U� ti� tj for the time points represented
by the variables ti and tj can be extracted from the
labels Lij of the edges �ti� tj of the graph computed
by the Floyd�Warshall algorithm� The corresponding
function d � P�A � T � T � D is de�ned as�

d�U� ti� tj �� minfd� j �U �� d�� � Lij �U
� � Ug�

We can use this function to transform temporal
labels of edges in the ASTP�graph into logical labels
of temporal constraints in the ATMS� U is an envi�
ronment of the logical label of the implicit temporal
constraint

tj � ti � d�U� ti� tj�

unless it is subsumed by another environment in the
ATMS label� It only has to be communicated to the
ATMS� if the temporal constraint tj� ti � d�U� ti� tj
is relevant � Typically� this is the case if the constraint
is mentioned in a justi�cation or queried by the prob�
lem solver�

Moreover� two extreme solutions with t� � � can
be extracted from the ASTP�

Smin�U  �� f�ti��d�U� ti� t� j ti � T g

Smax�U  �� f�ti� d�U� t�� ti j ti � T g

Smin �Smax is a solution mapping environments to
assignments describing minimal �maximal distances
to t��

Minimized temporal labels L � L have the follow�
ing properties�

T � L� T � � L � T v T � � T � T � �minimality
�d� U � � L � �nogood�U  �consistency
U � A � ��d� U �� � L � U � � U �closedness

The following examples show the e�ects of the op�
erators �assumption sets like fA�B�Cg are noted as
ABC for brevity�

m�f��� AB�� ��� A�� ��� C�� ��� ��g �

f��� A�� ��� C�� ��� ��g

f��� A�� ��� B�� ��� ��g 
 f��� BC�� ��� ��g �

f�	� A�� ��� B�� ��� BC�� ��� ��g

f��� A�� ��� B�� ��� ��g 	 f��� BC�� ��� ��g �

f��� A�� ��� B�� ��� BC�� ��� ��g

We will give an example demonstrating how the
Floyd�Warshall algorithm computes the minimized
labels once we have shown in the following section
how to couple an ATMS and an ASTP�

� Integration of ATMS and ASTP

The ATMS considers assumption�based temporal
constraints of the form U � tj � ti � a as uninter�
preted propositions �nodes of the form dtj � ti � ae
the logical labels of which include the environment
U �explicitly or implicitly� because it was removed by
subsumption� Temporal nodes are handled specially�
they are interpreted by the ASTP�

The interface of the hybrid system to the problem
solver corresponds to the interface of the ATMS to the
problem solver �cf� �dK	
�� In addition� the problem
solver can query the AST processor for solutions of
the AST problem� Especially� consistent variable as�
signments can be computed for a given context�



To cope with the special semantics of temporal
nodes� we generalize the notion of derivability for the
ATMS� A node n holds in an environment U with a
set R of justi�cations

R � U � n

if there is a series of node sets S�� � � � � Sm with

� S� � tc�U �

� Si�� � tc�Si � fy j ��x�� � � � � xk � y � R with
xj � Si �� � j � kg�

� n � Sm�

The function tc denotes the temporal closure

tc�N  ��
�

i

�tc
i
�N 

of a node set N � where

�tc�N  �� N �fdtj � ti � de j dtk � ti � aike � N �
dtj � tk � akje � N �
d � aik � akjg�

Given the formal speci�cation of the integration of
the ATMS and the ASTP� how can the two systems
be combined in practice� What would an implemen�
tation of it look like� It is evident that changes in the
logical labels of temporal nodes that are computed by
the ATMS have to be collected and communicated to
the ASTP� This now causes changes in the temporal
labels of edges in the ASTP�graph� Hence� the ASTP�
graph must be recompleted with the Floyd�Warshall
algorithm� This causes another change in the tempo�
ral label of an ATMS�node� if the newly discovered
constraint is relevant� and the game starts again�

An e�cient implementation of the hybrid system
�in the sequel called ATTMS� the assumption�based
temporal truth maintenance system requires changes
to the ATMS label propagation algorithm and the
generalized Floyd�Warshall algorithm�

The ATMS works incrementally� one justi�cation
at a time is added to the dependency network� After
each addition a label update is invoked� even when
the problem solver is not currently interested in the
label of a node�

The generalized Floyd�Warshall algorithm as real�
ized in �AHU��� does not work incrementally� Using
it as is for the ASTP therefore means computing all
temporal labels after every change which is not ac�
ceptable�

As will be seen in a moment� both modules of the
hybrid system have to be adapted� This adaption
essentially a�ects the following areas�

Processing of nogoods� The ATMS and the
ASTP must maintain a common set of nogoods� This
set of nogoods is taken into consideration in the al�
gorithm used for solving an ASTP �cf� the de�nition
of the minimizing function m and its use in the de��
nition for the operators 	 and 
�

The ASTP can discover new nogoods� As shown
previously� this happens when the iteration operator
computes a temporal label with the temporal distance
��� In this situation all the newly discovered no�
goods are automatically communicated to the ATMS�

Computing the temporal labels in the ASTP�
graph� Computing the temporal labels from
scratch can be very ine�cient� In general� it is more
e�cient to use an incremental algorithm for the up�
date of the ASTP labels� There are two ways to de�
velop an incremental label update algorithm�

First� the generalized Floyd�Warshall algorithm
can be made more �incremental�� In �RR��� it is
shown that it is not possible to construct a real ��
incremental algorithm �having a time bound depend�
ing only on the size of the incremental change of the
input and the minimal change of the output for the
general all pairs shortest path problem and thus for
the path problem on closed semirings� But it is very
easy to develop an algorithm with a time complexity
of O�n��T��T��T� for an edge insertion operation
using the approach described in �IK	���

During label propagation in the ATMS� usually
more than one label of a temporal constraint is up�
dated� All these updates are collected and added
to the ASTP at the same time� The outer loop of
the Floyd�Warshall algorithm only has to process the
endpoints of added edges�

Another big e�ciency improvement can be ob�
tained by incrementalizing the semiring operations�
analogous to the incremental ATMS label update al�
gorithm� A formal description of this incremental
version is left out for brevity and can be found in
�Gei����

Processing the information resulting from
temporal propagation e�ciently� Even an �in�
cremental� Floyd�Warshall algorithm as described
above works in a kind of batch processing mode�
With each batch a number of temporal labels is up�
dated� which can be transformed into logical labels
of temporal constraints as previously shown� The
ATMS therefore must update more than one label
at a time� Technically these updates can be seen as
new justi�cations for the ATMS�

The ATMS is not interested in all of the tempo�
ral constraints maintained by the ASTP� but only in
temporal constraints used in justi�cations or queries
of the problem solver� Only changes of labels belong�
ing to these constraints must be communicated to the
ATMS�

Nevertheless� in general� a set of justi�cations has
to be communicated to the ATMS� We call the prob�
lem of e�ciently adding a set of justi�cations to the
dependency network as the bulk update problem� A
solution for the bulk update problem for the ATMS
is shown in �BG��� Gei���� The two central ideas for
this algorithm are avoiding redundant label products



and an optimal serialization of the label updates in
the dependency network�

Typically� there are a lot of common antecedents
in large justi�cation sets as occurring in the justi��
cation sets communicated by the ASTP� Computing
label products of these antecedents as needed dur�
ing the ATMS label propagation algorithm leads to
a waste of computation when done several times for
the same antecedents� With a fast heuristic common
subexpression elimination algorithm these redundant
computations can mostly be recognized and avoided�

In order to do that� label propagation has to be
synchronized so that the set of pending updates on
which the common subexpression elimination is per�
formed is as large as possible� A side e�ect of the
synchronization is the minimization of the number of
propagation waves started at each node� This can be
achieved by using the partial order underlying the de�
pendency network� A non�trivial subproblem is the
incremental actualization of this topological informa�
tion based on the structure of the strongly connected
components of the dependency network� An e�cient
��incremental algorithmmaintaining this information
as new justi�cations are added was developed�

� An example

Suppose the following justi�cations are communi�
cated to the ATTMS �assumptions are denoted with
capital letters��

�A �B � r� �B �C ��� �A� d� � T� � T� � 
e�
�B � d� � T� � T� � �e� �C � d� � T� � T� � �e�
�D � dT� � T� � �
e � s

Now the label propagation in the ATMS is started�
After it has is �nished� the logical labels of the nodes
in the ATMS are updated to�

hr� fABgi� hdT� � T� � �
e� fgi� hs� fgi�
hdT� � T� � ��e� fBgi� hdT� � T� � ��e� fB�Cgi�

As this causes changes in the logical labels of some
temporal nodes� the corresponding temporal labels
in the ASTP�graph change as well� The ASTP�graph
then looks as follows�

T�

T� T�

��
��

f����B�� ����C�� �����g

DDDDDDDDDDDD��
f�����g

��zz
zz
zz

zz
zz
zz

�
�

f�����gg

�
��

��
��

f�����g

zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zz

��

f���A�� �����g ���
�f�����g �

OO

��
���
�f�����g�

OOf����A�� �����g
oo

f�	�B�� ���C�� �����g

bbDDDDDDDDDDDD

��A 
 d� � T� � T� � �e� is an abbreviation for the
three justi�cations
�A
 dT� � T� � �e�� �A 
 dT� � T� � ��e��
�dT� � T� � �e � dT� � T� � ��e 
 d� � T� � T� � �e��

	A node n with label l�n� is written as hn� l�n�i

Now the Floyd�Warshall algorithm must recom�
plete the temporal labels in the ASTP�graph�

T�

T� T�
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DDDDDDDDDDDD��
f��
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��
���
�f�����g�

OOf����A�� �����g
oo

f�	�B�� ���C�� �����g

bbDDDDDDDDDDDD

This causes several logical labels to change� Here
are the labels of a few selected nodes in the ATMS�

hr� fABgi� hdT� � T� � �
e� fAB�ACgi�
hs� fABD�ACDgi� hdT� � T� � �e� fACgi�

Suppose that a new justi�ca�
tion �A � dT� � T� � �e is added to the ATTMS
now� As ��� A� v ���� AB� and ��� A� v ��� AC�� the
temporal label of the ASTP�edge T� � T� can be
simpli�ed to

f��� A�� ��� ��g�
After the subsequent completion of the temporal

labels with the Floyd�Warshall algorithm� the ASTP�
graph looks at follows�

T�

T� T�
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bbDDDDDDDDDDDD

Since the label of the ASTP�edge T� � T� is con�
taining a relative temporal distance ���� AB� with a
negative distance value� the environment AB is dis�
covered as being inconsistent� This produces a new
nogoodAB for the ATTMS and all environments that
are a superset of this nogood have to be removed from
the logical labels in the ATMS� In addition� all rela�
tive distances with environments which are a super�
set of the new nogood have to be removed from the
temporal labels in the ASTP� Eventually� the ASTP�
graph looks as follows�

T�

T� T�

��
��

f����B�� ����C�� �����g

DDDDDDDDDDDD��
f����AC�� �����g

��zz
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f�����gg
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f���A�� �����g
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f���A�� �����g ���
�f�����g �
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��
���
�f�����g�

OOf����A�� �����g
oo

f�	�B�� ���C�� �����g

bbDDDDDDDDDDDD



The logical labels of the interesting nodes in the
ATMS are then given by�

hr� fgi� hdT� � T� � �
e� fACgi� hs� fACDgi�

� Related work

Only a few approaches can be found in the literature
which attempt to merge assumption�based reasoning
with temporal reasoning� All these systems share the
application domain �model�based diagnosis�� Propo�
sitions are associated with time points or time inter�
vals in order to model states at certain time points or
during time intervals�

A �rst attempt to integrate temporal reasoning
into an ATMS was made in �DF	��� In this approach�
propositions� assumption sets and intervals are re�
lated via a global table� Symbolically represented
time intervals are propagated similar to assumptions
along time�independent logical justi�cations resulting
in expressions over intervals� The temporal dimension
is just a second indexing scheme besides the assump�
tion sets�

HEART �JR��� combines propositions and time in�
tervals with start and end points instantiated with
numbers� The result of this combination �called an
episode is treated as a node� Assumptions as well as
antecedents and the conclusion of a justi�cation are
episodes� �Environments� are sets of episodes� As the
assumptions are structured in a purely propositional
and an interval component� the notion of label mini�
mality is generalized� In order to keep �labels� min�
imal� episodes with the same propositions and over�
lapping intervals are merged� Redundant episodes
�based on interval inclusion are removed�

In an eATMS justi�cation �TL��� every proposi�
tion P is associated with a time point variable t or
the set of all time points �� Justi�cations have the
form

P��t� � � � �� Pk�tk �R�t�� � � � � tk� Q�f�t�� � � � � tk�

where the ti are time point variables or �� R is a pred�
icate over tuples of time points enabling the speci�ca�
tion of temporal relations and f is a function mapping
tuples of time points to time points� Assumptions are
time�independent� The label of a time�independent
proposition is a set of ordinary ATMS labels indexed
with time points instantiated with numbers and are
only minimized w�r�t� the � entry� The ATMS propa�
gation algorithm is extended to handle justi�cations
of the form described above� One disadvantage of
this approach is that the termination of the propa�
gation algorithm is not guaranteed because there are
temporal variables in justi�cations allowing in�nite
deductions� Another disadvantage is the restriction
to time points�

In the TARMS �HNP���� the most complex of
these hybrid systems� the assumptions are time�
independent as well� The temporal information is

represented in the labels of time�independent proposi�
tions� which are sets of ordinary ATMS labels indexed
with �xed time intervals� These labels are minimized
by merging adjacent intervals when they are associ�
ated to the same ATMS labels� The justi�cations
are splitted in two parts� an ATMS�like justi�cation
and a temporal method� The temporal method de�
termines the intervals used in the consequents� label
depending on the labels of the antecedents� Using
di�erent temporal methods� a variety of temporal re�
lationships can be modelled�

None of the systems mentioned here is able to
process temporal constraints as usual temporal rea�
soning systems do because they are not able to solve
temporal constraint satisfaction problems� Also� in�
consistencies in the temporal dimension are not han�
dled as nogoods in the ATMS� Furthermore these
systems are not suitable for scheduling applications
because no metric temporal information can be
processed�

Time map management systems as the well known
TMM �DM	�� do not support the simultaneous man�
agement of multiple contexts� They are therefore not
well�suited as support systems that have to manage
assumptions explicitly which is important in applica�
tion domains like planning and scheduling�

A main di�erence between our approach and the
approaches cited is the treatment of temporal con�
straints as nodes� which can be justi�ed in the same
manner as other nodes and therefore can have di�er�
ent status in di�erent contexts�

� Summary and future work

We have presented a hybrid system integrating
assumption�based logical and temporal reasoning�
This system is a common generalization of the ATMS
and an assumption�based temporal reasoning sys�
tem� The resulting hybrid system �the ATTMS is
especially suited to support integrated planning and
scheduling�

The system is implemented already in Common
Lisp� but some more work has to be done in order to
evaluate and improve the performance of the overall
system� We are currently investigating the formal
complexity of subalgorithms and of the whole system�

We are also thinking about what an interface to a
problem solver on a higher level of abstraction might
look like� Other temporal reasoning approaches in�
cluding Allen�s interval algebra �All	�� will have to
be examined whether they can be extended in an
assumption�based manner and integrated into the
ATMS� The approach of Allen in a sense also uses
the Floyd�Warshall algorithm� which is not complete
for Allens interval algebra� It would be interesting
to investigate the restriction to the maximal sub�
class ORD�Horn of the interval algebra found by
Nebel �NB��� for which the Floyd�Warshall algorithm
is complete�



Last but not least we are evaluating the practical
suitability of our approach based on several larger
planning and scheduling problems�
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